The role of the epidermis as a stiffening agent in Tulipa (Liliaceae) stems.
We investigated the hypothesis that the epidermis is a tension-stressed "skin'' whose contribution to stem stiffness depends on the turgor pressure exerted on it by an hydrostatically inflated inner "core'' of tissues. This hypothesis was tested by relying on the intensities of bending stresses due to stem flexure, which must reach their maximum levels at the outer surface of epidermis such that damage to the surface of the stem should produce the most significant decrease in overall flexural stiffness. We discerned whether the principal tension supporting members at the stem surface (cellulosic microfibrils) were oriented parallel or normal to stem length by comparing the bending stiffness of stems before and after their surface cells first received three parallel longitudinal incisions followed by one helical incision, and by comparing the bending stiffness of stems for which the sequence of cuts was reversed. The same protocol was also applied to stems with various water potentials to determine the effect of hydrostatic pressure on stem stiffness contributed by the surface. Based on the behavior of 82 turgid Tulipa stems, parallel cuts reduced, on average, stem stiffness by 8%, whereas a subsequent helical incision further reduced stiffness by 42%. In contrast, an initial helical incision reduced stem stiffness by 50%, while three subsequent parallel cuts through the same stems did not significantly further reduce stiffness. These results suggested that the net orientation of cellulose microfibrils in the outer epidermal walls was parallel to stem length. This was confirmed by microscopic observations of cells with dichroic staining and polarized light. The responses to surgical damage were directly proportional to stem water potential. We thus conclude that the epidermis, probably in conjunction with a single layer of subepidermal collenchyma cells, acts as a tension-stiffening agent that can contribute as much as 50% to overall stem stiffness We present a simple mechanical model that can account for all our observations.